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ABBREVIATIONS 

Term Explanation 

API Application Programming Interface 

ArcGIS 
Geographic information system and similar solutions by the Environmental 

Systems Research Institute 

ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange 

CA Consortium Agreement 

DWG File format for vector data 

EC European Commission 

EC-GA European Commission Grant Agreement 

ESRI-Shape 
File format for spatial vector data by the Environmental Systems Research 

Institute 

FTP File Transfer Protocol 

GDI-DE Spatial data infrastructure for Germany 

GeoTIFF Tagged image file format with embedded georeferenced information 

GIS Geographic information system 

GML Geography Markup Language 

GUI Graphical user interface 

INSPIRE Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community 

JPEG File format and acronym  for the Joint Photographic Experts Group 

KML Keyhole Markup Language 

LIDAR Light Detection And Ranging 

MDB File format for Microsoft Access Database 

OGC Open Geospatial Consortium 

OSM OpenStreetMap  
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PDF File format and acronym for Portable Document Format 

PHP server-side programming language 

PNG File format and acronym  for Portable Network Graphics 

SDI Spatial data infrastructure 

SOS Sensor Observation Service 

SOS-T Transactional Sensor Observation Service 

SWE Sensor Web Enablement 

TL Task Leader 

WCS Web Coverage Service 

WFS Web Feature Service 

WMS Web Map Service 

WP Work Package 

WPL Work Package Leader 

WPS Web Processing Service 

XML Extensible Markup Language 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The development of new innovative applications implementing virtual hubs created within the 

ENERGIC OD project relies on certain requirements and standards. As part of the deliverable in 

Work package 6 the concepts, solutions, technical ideas, and expectations specific to their 

application were collected via a requirement questionnaire. This document summarizes the 

general and application specific requirements of all ten partner applications. The scope, interface 

with other systems, assumptions and constraints, the functional requirements as well as the 

behavior of the application, the non-functional requirements, the geodata used, and the 

development of the environment for the implementation are discussed. They were completed 

considering the view of the user, developer, as well as the system and unit specifications. As the 

development status of each applications differs widely and due to other constrains some 

requirement details were not yet available.  

All applications are based on a client-server architecture with common programming languages. 

The functional requirements are apart from application specific necessities similar in relation to the 

used geodata and their visualization within a geoportal. Some of these can be implemented at 

different points of the development stage and interfaces therefore inherit application based 

requirements. The non-functional requirements are less application specific and more general for 

all applications. Metadata of the datasets is a key requirement not only for the non-functional 

requirement but also to ensure quality standards within the thematic context of the application. 

The spatial extent of most applications within the project is limited to a regional extent which also 

feeds back to the basic data requirements as well as necessary data projections. Finally a key 

component of the automated data access from external data sources are established and known 

standards and protocols, e.g. OGC-standards, HTTPS and XML. 

This catalogue of application specific requirements will serve as an input and starting point for the 
ex-amination of standards and specifications necessary to develop the new applications within the 
deliverable of Work package 4. 
  

http://dict.leo.org/ende/index_en.html#/search=questionnaire&searchLoc=0&resultOrder=basic&multiwordShowSingle=on
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As part of the project ENERGIC OD Virtual hubs and their implementation in applications will be 
developed. The aim is to achieve the greatest possible functionality and also low development 
efforts for the applications through the use of these virtual hubs. 

In total ten applications will be created by ten project partners. The project partners are from 
various European companies and institutions, covering both the public scientific as well as the 
private sector. Each application has its individual topic and is addressed to a specific end-user 
group. These applications are in different development stages with some existing applications that 
will be further enhanced within ENERGIC OD and others starting from scratch. Below, the 
individual project partners, their applications and the respective topics are described in more 
detail:  

Participant Title of application Topic 

NOW Geotraceability for food 

products 

Consumer protection 

AED-SICAD eye2eye Government 

BRGM Coastline Evolution Monitoring Environment 

CNRS-IRSTV OnoMap! Noise pollution 

DEPTH ProxiSanté Healthcare 

IGIK Natural hazard assessment for 

agriculture 

Agriculture-Hazards 

assessments 

LUP Biodiversity Bird Indicator Agriculture-Environment 

POLIMI Geopan Atl@s Urban development 

SRP geoDEMOS Urban development / 

Government 

ALKANTE Sensor Open Data Portal Provision of data 

 

The aim of this deliverable is to collect the requirements of the ten applications and to provide a 

point of reference for the developers view of the virtual hub implementation. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY 

For the summary of the application based requirements a template was designed and handed out 

to all participating partners. Within, the requirements for each application were requested for the 

following sections: 

 Scope, describing the general background of the application 
 Interface with other systems to show the relation to external services and applications 
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 Assumptions and Constraints for conditions, which impact the application and its 
development 

 Functional Requirements to describe the in- and outputs as well as the behaviour of the 
application 

 Non-Functional Requirements that state partial measurable features of the application 
 Data Requirements for the entities and decomposition of data to be used 
 Development to show the environment, which will be used for the implementation of the 

application 
 

All these requirement sections were completed in consideration of the users, the developers as 

well as the system and unit-wide view on the application. The template, which was provided to the 

partners, is attached in Annex I. All completed and returned templates are attached in Annex II. 

Due to the different development status and agreement with user groups as well as partner side 

internal constrains the received requirement descriptions were of different level of detail, with 

missing information for some applications. Some of these gaps could be filled through personal 

interviews and the presentations of the applications during the workshop meeting on the 5th and 6th 

of February in Florence.  

As the next step, all collected requirements were broken down into content-related unambiguous 

and self-contained entities, standardized and summarized in tabular form as illustrated below: 

 

After summarizing the presented requirements show the most demanding requirements of same 

content of all single applications. If one most demanding requirement not exists the content-related 

requirements of all applications were merged to sets. These sets list all single require-ments 

grouped by content.  

 

3. REQUIREMENTS 

The collected requirements of the applications are summarized in three categories: 

 Functional Requirements 
 Non-Functional Requirements 
 Data Requirements 

 
Although the applications, within the following tabular presentation of requirements referred to as 

solutions, will be developed by different partners and deal with various topics, there are some 

points of intersection. All solutions are based on a client-server architecture, which contains 

server-side data processing and a client-side GUI for the visualization of data and user interaction. 

Through the client-server architecture the programming languages and related libraries for the 

implementation of the applications are set. The programming languages, which will be used, are: 

ID Requirement Description 

Unique identifier of 

requirement 

Content-related title of requirement  Explanation of requirement 
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 JavaScript 
 Java 
 PHP 
 Python 

3.1. FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

The functional requirements are principally related to the individual application features. However, 

as all applications include geodata and as most of them will provide a geoportal with common map 

features, there are some well summarized functional requirements besides a lot of application 

specific functional requirements.  

 

ID Requirement Description 

F01 Editing Map-side digitizing of geometries 

F02 Editing Input of georeferenced text 

F03 Exchange of data The solutions enable upload of images by users. 

F04 Exchange of data The solutions enable the export of data as: 

 ASCII text file 

 PDF 

 

 

 

ID Requirement Description 

F05 Exchange of data The solutions provide OGC web services: 

 WMS 

 WFS 

 WPS  

F06 Exchange of data The solution is able to request and receive data from external 

systems. 

F07 Monitoring Request and response of data will be monitored and evaluated. 

F08 Navigation Panning and zooming of maps 

F09 Navigation The solutions enable the selection of map layer. 

F10 Processing of data Data will be collected, stored and provided.  

F11 Processing of data The solutions enable the transformation from heterogeneous 

data to comparable homogeneous data. 

F12 Query Request information from map-side visualized objects 
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F13 Selection of data The solutions enable selection of data by: 

 Date 

 Address 

 Spatial features 

F14 Selection of data The solutions enable output of data by user defined criteria. 

F15 User access Users can log-in and use personalized data. 

F16 User access The solutions are able to automatically generate user accounts 

enabling log in of users. 

F17 Visualization Visualization of georeferenced text in map 

F18 Visualization The solutions will visualize spatial  data as: 

 2D map 

 3D landscape scene 

F19 Visualization The solution will visualize attribute data, geo data and metadata 

as: 

 Table and Chart 

3.2. NON-FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

The non-functional requirements are less application specific and more general for all app-

lications. 

ID Requirement Description 

N01 Accessibility 

 

Different kind of access rights will be enabled for users to use 

data and functions. 

N02 Accuracy The solutions provide visualization of data and results of data 

analysis of a high quality. 

N03 Availability 

 

Reliable and almost permanent reachable solutions should be 

fulfilled. 

N04 Interoperability The solutions enable the exchange of data between different 

systems. 

N05 Maintenance The solutions require no or minimal redesign in case of new 

data, data sources, changed standards, interfaces or protocols. 

N06 Performance The solutions are able to process and analyze date almost in 

real-time. 

N07 Performance The solutions are able to intercept peak loads. 
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N08 Portability The solutions are able to process large as well as small amount 

of data. 

N09 Scalability The solutions will serve an amount of users in the range 

between less than ten and several hundred.  

N10 Scalability Target devices are different in hardware resources and screen 

resolution: 

 Mobile devices 
 Desktop computers 

N11 Scalability The solutions will run as browser based application on many 

operating systems as possible. 

N12 Scalability The solutions are able to run as several instances in a network. 

N13 Scalability The solutions include an effective handling of data with a 

minimal use of memory. 

ID Requirement Description 

N14 Security Outputs with information about warnings, errors, instructions and 

data sources for users have to be clear. 

N15 Security The protection of user data is enabled by the solutions. 

N16 Usability The solutions enable an intuitive and easy way of handling by 

users, especially easy map navigation. 

N17 Usability The solutions have a multi-language support. 

N18 Usability The solutions provide a responsive design. 

N19 Usability The solutions enable a high level of automation. 

3.3. DATA REQUIREMENTS 

The basic structure for all applications and their requirements are geodata, containing spatial and 

attribute information (incl. metadata), which will be processed, analysed and visualized for the end 

users. Accurate and precise data are therefore a basic requirement for the realization of a lot of the 

application based functional and non-functional requirements, which include accuracy and 

precision, too. The stated data requirements of the applications for non-functional features, 

contents of data and data sources are the following. 

ID Category Requirement Description 

D01 Non-Functional Data 

Requirements 

Accuracy Data are valid 

D02 Non-Functional Data 

Requirements 

Accuracy Data are complete and includes metadata 

D03 Non-Functional Data Accuracy Data are up to date 
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Requirements 

D04 Non-Functional Data 

Requirements 

Accuracy Data have a high and homogeneous temporal 

resolution. 

D05 Non-Functional Data 

Requirements 

Accuracy Data have a high and homogeneous spatial 

resolution 

D06 Non-Functional Data 

Requirements 

Accuracy Data are in the same datum 

D07 Non-Functional Data 

Requirements 

Availability Preferred data are free of charge and open. 

ID Category Requirement Description 

D08 Non-Functional Data 

Requirements 

Availability Data are reliable and almost permanent 

reachable. 

D09 Non-Functional Data 

Requirements 

Granularity Temporal, spatial and other content attributes of 

data are comparable. 

D10 Data Requirements Content The used data by solutions cover following 

content: 

 Environment 
 Urban development 
 Social and demographic information 
 Administrative data 
 Health and safety 
 Infrastructure 
 Aerial and satellite imagery 
 3D LIDAR data 
 Economic information 
 Public and private transportation 
 Climate information 
 Tourism 
 Metadata 

D11 Data Requirements Coverage For following regions data will be requested: 

 Poland 
 Veneto 
 France 
 Lombardy 
 Berlin 
 Brandenburg 
 Europe 
 World 

D12 Data Requirements External 

systems 

Following external systems will be requested for 

data: 

 Services by ArcGIS for Server,  
Geoserver and UMN Mapserver 

 ArcGIS Online 
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 GDI-DE 
 Specialized software for land 

consolidation 
 Metaservices 
 Copernicus Urban Atlas 
 GIS-BROKER-FRAMEWORK 
 Services of European Location Network 
 FTP-Services 
 EasySDI 
 Services by OpenTripPlaner 
 Services of GeoNetwork 
 Google Maps 
 Geoportail 
 52North SOS Server 
 Databases, e.g. PostgreSQL/ PostGIS 

D13 Data Requirements Formats Following data formats will be used: 

 ESRI Shape 
 GeoTIFF 
 JPEG 
 PNG 
 PDF 
 DWG 
 XML 
 KML 
 MDB 

D14 Data Requirements Interfaces Following standards and formats will be used for 

exchange of data: 

 OGC standards for WMS, WFS, WCS, 
WPS, SWE, SOS, SOS-T, CSW 

 INSPIRE standards for web services, 
data and metadata 

 XML, GML, KML 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The presented requirements are derived from the specific requirements of each application to be 

developed. The following conclusions can be made: 

 The stated requirements should not be considered independently as for example, the 
non-functional requirement of accuracy is dependent on the functional requirement of 
the requested metadata with quality features of used data. However, some general 
data requirements like the availability of metadata have to be fulfilled to enable the non-
functional requirement of accuracy. 

 In the context of the implementation, some functional requirements like data trans-
formations can be implemented at different points of the application development 
through specific framework libraries related to the used programming language. 
Further, data transformation can also be carried out through requested interfaces. As a 
consequence, interfaces inherit application based requirements. In case of accuracy, 
interfaces have to provide data without loss of information. 
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 The availability of metadata is a relevant requirement to ensure data quality standards, 
to match different data sources, or to control data requests that enable performance 
requirements. 

 Because of the different temporal status of development of each application and the 
agreement with user groups some requirements are based on preliminary assumptions 
of the partners. Therefore it can be assumed that changes to stated requirements are 
very likely, but consideration of alternative state-of-the-art technologies and technical 
trends can compensate this effect. 

 Most applications will be developed as prototypes and cover a limited regional extent of 
Europe. This spatial limitation affects basic data requirements as well as necessary 
data projections. 

 To enable automated data access from external data sources, established and known 
standards and protocols will be used, e.g. OGC-standards, XML as well as HTTPS. 
Furthermore HTTPS is one aspect to comply with the requirement of security. 

 Related to the requirement of accuracy, proper data with the same requirement of 
quality will be needed. This point requires external systems and interfaces, which are 
able to provide data without loss of information to preserve the quality of data. 

 The functional requirement of data exchange and non-functional requirement of 
interoperability include the ability of solutions to request external systems, which require 
authentication, e.g. by username and password. Besides the licence conditions of 
requested systems and data have to be known. 

 Because of little information about concrete target devices, operating systems, 
browsers and versions of standards, it will be assumed that all currently established 
technologies and versions are required. 

 Geodata, which include several raster and vector formats as well as attribute data, will 
be used by the applications. In this context OSM data have a key role, because OSM 
data are open and cover a wide range of the stated data contents in the data 
requirements. For that reason most of all applications will use OSM data and require an 
interface with external systems, which provide OSM data. 
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ANNEX I 

Application and Software Requirements 
(Version 1.0) 
 
 
ENERGIC OD 
Work package 6 – Development of new innovative applications 
Deliverable 6.1: Application based requirements and standards catalogue 
 

 

 
Participant name: 

Participant short name: 

Participant number: 

Title of application or service: 

Editor of this document: 

Further contact persons and details: 
 

 
 
This document conduces to the description of the new applications or services, based on the new 
Virtual Hubs, which will be developed in the ENERGIC-OD project. 
The following sections and their paragraphs provide a common structure to describe the new 
applications and their requirements. Therefore just complete the content of a paragraph, if this 
affects your application or service and it is allowed to you to publish this information.  Aspects 
which are important for the description of your application requirements and not covered by the 
paragraphs shall be written in the appendices. 
 
Indications of possible contents are written in italic type. Paragraphs about specific requirements 
have to be completed in an unambiguous and precise manner. If appropriate, consider the case of 
user and developer view as well as the case of a system- and unit-wide view. 
 

1. Introduction 
This section describes the general background of the application or service to be developed.  
1.1. Scope 
Describe the software to be developed by name, function, unique features, benefits and field of 
application. 

1.2. Interface with other Systems 
Describe how the new application or service relates to other existing systems (hard- and software) and if 
appropriate the replacement of legacy systems. 
1.3. Glossary 
Define the terms used in this document. 
 

2. Assumptions and Constraints 
2.1. Assumption 
State the assumption on which the new application or service is based. Maybe assumptions of: 

- Availability of data 
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- Future situations 

- Developments in technology 
2.2. Constraints 
State the constraints which will impact the development or the design of the new application or service, 
for example: 

- Regulations, policies, licenses 
- Available resources like budget or time 
- Quality and quantity of data 
- Hardware and software limitation (for example, imposed by specific database, frameworks or 

libraries) 

- Other standards 
(This paragraph contains partly inverse assumptions.) 

 

3. Functional Requirements 
By the description of the in- and outputs as well as the behavior of the system or its units this 
section states the specific functions of the new application or service.  
 
Complete this section with one paragraph for each specific function. 

 

4. Non-Functional Requirements 
This section states and describes the specific, partial measurable, features of the new 
application or services. Examples for these features are: Performance, Usability, Reliability, 
Security, Portability, Availability, Maintainability, Correctness, Scalability, etc. 
 
Complete this section with one paragraph for each non-functional requirement. 

 

5. Data Requirements 
With respect to the focus on geo data and other data this section describes the data 
requirements by providing data entities and their decomposition, for example the API or service 
which provide the data and the required format and kind of data. 
 
Complete this section with one paragraph for each data requirement. 

 

6. Appendices 
Here paragraphs of missing application specific aspects or other detailed information about users, 
development and systems can be added. 

6.1. Development 
State the main components and technologies, which are used for realization of the new applications and 
services, for example programming language and libraries. 
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Application and Software Requirements 
(Version 1.0) 
 
 
ENERGIC OD 
Work package 6 – Development of new innovative applications 
Deliverable 6.1: Application based requirements and standards catalogue 
 

 

 
Participant name:    AED-SICAD AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT 

Participant short name:   AED-SICAD 

Title of application or service:  eye2eye 

 

 

1. Introduction 
This section describes the general background of the application and service “eye2eye” as 
foreseen in ENERGIC-OD.  

 Eye2eye supports communication among citizens and administration in the context of 
land consolidation.   Landowners will be supported in participation in a formal land 
consolidation process   

 The goal is to shorten the long processing times and optimize citizens’ participation. It is 
necessary to avoid legal proceedings against land consolidation plans. In a process in 
German Kreis Warendorf it took 44 years to finish the consolidation process 
http://www.die-glocke.de/portalsuite/image//ff367ef7-8dbc-4228-affa-
20c60a477aea/mainMediaSize=MEDIUM_type=image_publish=true__image.jpg  

 The involvement of other citizens may arise in land consolidation processes for 
environmental or energy reasons (wind energy, solar energy, …).. 

 Eye2eye should be a tool for brainstorming on the basis of map-based apps and 
complement traditional paper wise participation methods 
http://www.vkz.de/archiv/archiv-lokales/buergerbeteiligung-mit-kaertchen-gestartet/ 

 Eye2eye thereby supports development and design of Smart Cities / Smart Regions / 
Smart Country 

1.1 Scope 

 Eye2eye is foreseen as a mobile App for webmapping, information, digitizing of notes 
or drawings 

o As a webmap app it enables to easy navigate in maps  
o Users can request information on objects from maps 
o Digitizing drawings for change management is supposed to be an optional 

feature in sense of redlining or drawing on top of a map 
o Input of georeferenced text notes would be a major function for participation 
o A calendar or dating function could help to manage long timescale of land 

consolidation processes 
o Likes might help to easy comment details of plans 

 Geographical coverage:  
o States of Brandenburg & (probably) Berlin 

 Potential number of users: 
o Probably 10 – a few hundred users for every land consolidation process 
o In every state there are 10 – 50 land consolidation processes every year 
o Potential customers for eye2eye are at least 7 states 

http://www.die-glocke.de/portalsuite/image/ff367ef7-8dbc-4228-affa-20c60a477aea/mainMediaSize=MEDIUM_type=image_publish=true__image.jpg
http://www.die-glocke.de/portalsuite/image/ff367ef7-8dbc-4228-affa-20c60a477aea/mainMediaSize=MEDIUM_type=image_publish=true__image.jpg
http://www.vkz.de/archiv/archiv-lokales/buergerbeteiligung-mit-kaertchen-gestartet/
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o The involvement of other citizens may arise in land consolidation processes for 
environmental or energy reasons (wind energy, solar energy, …) 

 Augmented reality is an option for visualizing plans in the landscape scene 

 3D or LIDAR Data might be interesting 
1.2 Interface with other Systems 

Eye2eye App can use a service infrastructure related to the field of land consolidation 

 Interface for ArcGIS for Server 

 Interface for ArcGIS Online 

 Interface for spatial data infrastructure nodes like GDI-DE (central German SDI) nodes 
or OGC WMS, WFS 

 Interface for specialized software for land consolidation 

 Interface for metaservices  
1.3 Glossary 

ArcGIS for Server  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ArcGIS_Server 
Augmented Reality http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augmented_reality 
GeoReport V2  http://wiki.open311.org/GeoReport_v2/ 
INSPIRE   http://wiki.osgeo.org/wiki/INSPIRE 
LIDAR   http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lidar 
 

 

2 Assumptions and Constraints 
2.1 Assumption 

Eye2eye development will be based on the following assumptions: 

 Availability of specialized land consolidation services 

 Some features like augmented reality or 3D require of the shelf availability of mobile 
technology 

 Eye2eye will assume GSM broadband connections in the country side for online access 

 The app will be designed for best use on Tablets or Phablets in administrations and for 
citizens 

 Open Data shall be available for environment, traffic, landscape, ecology 

 INSPIRE services shall be accessible almost for ANNEX I, II, maybe III  

 Eye2eye should bring added value of mobile support to the desktop solutions  
o Mobile App shall base on the same service infrastructure 

2.2 Constraints 
The following constraints can impact the development or the design of the new eye2eye app: 

 Eye2eye will integrate several services and new technologies; this will be done in 
regard of limited budget and time resources 

 Core technologies shall be available as software libraries of the shelf and for the users 
GIS solution, named augmented reality or 3D 

 Identify and specify supported processes with user group exactly enough 

 Specify datasets to be used and the at least partly controlled access 
 

3 Functional Requirements 
By the description of the in- and outputs as well as the behavior of the system or its units this 
section states the specific functions of the new application or service.  

 Functional requirements will be described in detail in an internal specification 
document.  

 

4 Non-Functional Requirements 
The specific, partial measurable, features of the eye2eye app are:  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ArcGIS_Server
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augmented_reality
http://wiki.open311.org/GeoReport_v2/
http://wiki.osgeo.org/wiki/INSPIRE
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lidar
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 Eye2eye app shall be easy to use  

 Design is oriented on users without expertise in mapping apps 

 User will be registered in order to get access and insert personalized statements in the 
official process 

 Free access to free datasets shall be given to citizens in general 

 Portability and usability in the field at locations of planning is necessary  

 Eye2eye app will be as flexible as possible to different devices and operating systems 
but must focus to certain resolutions of screens  

 

5 Data Requirements 
Eye2eye will make use of the following API and services which provide the data: 

 Cadastre data (partly open, available in the project, ArcGIS Server Service) 

 Land consolidation data (not open, available in the project, ArcGIS Server Service) 

 OSM data (open, available, WMS, WFS, ArcGIS Online, …) 

 Copernikus Urban Atlas (partly open, available in the project, WMS) 

 Open Data with respect to environment, transport, landscape, ecology, ... 

 Specific INSPIRE ANNEX themes (ViewService, DownloadService) 

 Interface to GDI-DE: OGC WMS, WFS, WCS 
 

6 Appendices 
6.1 Development 

 Technological choices: HTML5, CCS3, Javascript 

 Integrated communication platform for online service requests (i.e. GeoReport v2)  
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Application and Software Requirements 
(Version 1.0) 
 
 
ENERGIC OD 
Work package 6 – Development of new innovative applications 
Deliverable 6.1: Application based requirements and standards catalogue 
 

 

 
Participant name: 

Participant short name: BRGM 

Title of application or service: Coastline Evolution Monitoring 

 

 

1. Introduction 
The software application for BRGM is a mobile application broadcasting the coastline, and 
allowing crowed sourcing. 
1.1. Scope 
 
The Coastline application shall display a background map on which the user can browse. A 
different background layer can be chosen, within orthophoto, scan, and any freely accessible 
layer. 
The software shall allow browsing, access coastline line with respect to the time and 
associated data. 
The user may also fill/edit/access its own data. 
This data should open metadata giving the fields to fill in, including a picture of the site. 
This ‘crowdsource’ shall be accessible (read-only) for other users. 
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Figure 1: Screens of the coastline mobile application 

 
The specialists of coastline shall use this data to enhance information (the open data), but also to 
give state and local authorities the feeling about coast line. 
 
This innovative mix between open data and crowdsourcing shall be an example for the consortium 
members to propose local authorities enhance services. 

 
1.2. Interface with other Systems 

The mobile application will interact with a virtual hub that will retrieve data from data services. 
The catalogue layer will be used to get the metadata of crowdsourcing, and also to know where to 
dispatch it. 
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Figure 2: interface between the application (Opendata users), a Hub, a catalogue, and the data 

 
1.3. Glossary 
N/A 
 

2. Assumptions and Constraints 
2.1. Assumption 
The technologies proposed for this application are not new, but their integration is innovative. 
Of course we assume the application server and the Virtual Hub are available at any time and 
also the data remains available at all time. 
2.2. Constraints 
The challenge of making public data available is not easy. Some of the existing coastline data 
are acquire with the help of public or private institution from which we need to get acceptance 
to make them open data.  
 

3. Functional Requirements 
3.1. Browse 
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This function of the application shall let the user browse on a background map, like one does 
on the mobile application of Google map for example. 
3.2. Identify 
A new user should be able to ask for an account, automatically generated (given a captcha for 
security reason). 
A registered user should use email ID and password to connect. 
3.3. Choose layer 
A user can choose between the background layers available. 

3.4. Choose time window 
A User shall be able to choose a time window in order to display on its application the coastline 
at a given time if available. 
3.5. Enter a user observation 
A User identified can save a picture and a set of metadata (location in GPS….) 
 

4. Non-Functional Requirements 
The mobile application will be downloaded on the mobile phone. 
4.1. Reliability 
The reliability of the application should be above the average, by proper testing. 
4.2. Portability 
The portability shall be guaranteed by the limited operating system and machines used. 
4.3. Efficiency 
The services used to get background map and the coastline shall be accessible enough for a 
user to browse smoothly. The Capacity of 100 users at a time shall be tested. The degradation 
of service should be limited by a message befor closing the application of users if more than 
100 at a time. The time constraints must allow map tiles to be downloaded withing seconds on 
a 4G terminal. 
4.4. Usability 
A Usability survey shall be done on beta-testers  
4.5. Dependability 
The dependability is inherent to the designed chosen (platform, operating system) 
4.6. Security 
The warning about the source and quality of information (opendata versus crowdsourcing shall 
be clearly given to the users) 

 

5. Data Requirements 
5.1. Coastline Open data 
The coastline data shall be harvested, and dropped on servers at BRGM. Web services (WFS, 
WMS) will then be designed to make them available.  
A Hub features will allow the transformation between services and data. 
5.2. Crowdsourcing data 
The application shall get the metadata to fill in for crowdsourcing. 
An API shall be designed for that purpose. 
It will access a dedicated catalogue in order to retrieve were to send the given data and 
picture. 

 

6. Appendices 
N/A 

6.1. Development 
The mobile application will be designed for Apple iPhone. The virtual hub module shall be 
developed in Java language and deployed on a Tomcat server.  
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Application and Software Requirements 
(Version 1.0) 
 
 
ENERGIC OD 
Work package 6 – Development of new innovative applications 
Deliverable 6.1: Application based requirements and standards catalogue 
 

 

 
Participant name: Depth France 

Participant short name: Depth 

Title of application or service: ProxiSanté 

 

 

1. Introduction 
In the health field, it appears more and more necessary to know precisely the care services 
available in the country. 
Indeed, by the growing use of the web and making more data available, citizens are 
increasingly requesting reliable information on the care services available. 
Moreover, the public authorities must implement rules of universal access to care. The new 
technologies makes possible to quantify and qualify precisely care services available and cross 
them with data from different sources as population, buildings, other social or emergency 
services. 
As part of the project Energic OD, Depth France wants to build a web application that will offer 
new innovative services on the subject 

1.1. Scope 

The application will propose to user a form to select care service (doctor, pharmacy…) to 
analyse and a map to display the accessibility areas in less than a given time. These areas are 
also called isochrones. The user will also know the number of people covered on this area. 
The user will be able to : 
- Simulate a new installation of a new service 
- Simulate the removal of a service 

1.2. Interface with other Systems 
The application will be based on a JOOMLA component and will render the results on a Leaflet 
MAP  based on EasySDI. It will use webservices generated by OpenTripPlanner. Background 
layers will come from external webservices as Geoportail API, OSM or Google Maps API. 

1.3. Glossary 
Isochrone : An isochrone map (isochrone plan, isochrone diagram) in science and urban 
planning is a map showing areas related to isochrones between different points. An isochrone 
is defined as "a line drawn on a map connecting points at which something occurs or arrives at 
the same time" 
OpenTripPlanner : OpenTripPlanner (OTP) is an open source platform for multi-modal and 
multi-agency journey planning. It follows a client-server model, providing several map-based 
web interfaces as well as a REST API for use by third-party applications. 
EasySDI : easySDI is a complete web-based platform for deploying any geoportal. It fully 
integrates services such as discovery, view, download, monitor in a secured environment. 
Leaflet : Leaflet is a modern open-source JavaScript library for mobile-friendly interactive 
maps. 
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JOOMLA: Joomla is a free and open-source content management system (CMS) for publishing 
web content. It is built on a model–view–controller web application framework that can be used 
independently of the CMS. 
POI : Point Of Interest 
 

2. Assumptions and Constraints 
2.1. Assumption 

The application will be pertinent only if we can access to high quality datas :  
- Roads Network 
- Precise location of care services 
- Location based people number 
Generating isochrones can take a lot of times. We’ll have to find a cache mechanism that will 
permit short response times. 

2.2. Constraints 

- Quality and quantity of data 
- Ability for users to appropriate reading isochrones maps 

 

3. Functional Requirements 
- Generating road graphs from OpenStreetMap and multimodal transport datas 
- Generating isochrones maps from road graphs and kml POI files 
- Merging isochrones from several service into a single one 
- Calculating number of people living in the area of the isochrones calculated 
- Rendering isochrones and POI on a map 

 

4. Non-Functional Requirements 
- Fast access to POI services standardized (KML) 
- Fast generated isochrones 
- User friendly interfaces 
 

5. Data Requirements 
With respect to the focus on geo data and other data this section describes the data 
requirements by providing data entities and their decomposition, for example the API or service 
which provide the data and the required format and kind of data. 
 
- OpenStreetMap data: pbf format on a specific bounding box from 

http://download.geofabrik.de/ 
- Multimodal datas : GTFS format from several providers : 

o http://data.ratp.fr/ 
o http://ressources.data.sncf.com 
o https://data.toulouse-metropole.fr 

- Care services POI : SDIs like : http://carto.atlasante.fr/cgi-
bin/mapservwfs?service=WFS&request=GetCapabilities 

Location of population : MIF/MID format inserted in postgres database and exposed on the 
web as a webservice 

 

5.1. Development 
The application will be developed on : 

- JOOMLA PHP Framework 
- The php Laravel framework 
- Bootstrap library 
- Leaflet API  

http://download.geofabrik.de/
http://data.ratp.fr/?eID=ics_od_datastoredownload&file=82
http://ressources.data.sncf.com/api/datasets/1.0/sncf-intercites-gtfs/attachments/export_intercites_gtfs_last_zip
https://data.toulouse-metropole.fr/
http://carto.atlasante.fr/cgi-bin/mapservwfs?service=WFS&request=GetCapabilities
http://carto.atlasante.fr/cgi-bin/mapservwfs?service=WFS&request=GetCapabilities
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Application and Software Requirements 
(Version 1.0) 
 
 
ENERGIC OD 
Work package 6 – Development of new innovative applications 
Deliverable 6.1: Application based requirements and standards catalogue 
 

 

 
Participant name: LUP – Luftbild Umwelt Planung GmbH 

Participant short name: LUP 

Title of application or service: Biodiversity Bird Indicator 

 

 

1. Introduction 
This section describes the general background of the application or service to be developed.  

1.1. Scope 
The Biodiversity Bird Indicator (BBI) will be an application to assess the habitat requirements of 

indicator bird species for agricultural biodiversity monitoring - a tool to meet the 2010 biodiversity 

targets  by analyzing raster (satellite and aerial images) and vector data. 

The BBI will be based on a three tier architecture. The main tier contains a server application, 

which analyses geo data based on remote sensing and image processing algorithms. A data tier 

has to provide the needed data. A browser based application builds the client tier and is the 

interface for end users and enables the request and visualization of results, which are processed 

in the server tier. Additionally end users are able to request proposals for improvement of habitat 

structure by this browser interface. The essential feature for visualization is an interactive map, 

showing the results as a classification per land parcel. Thus farmers, public authorities and NGOs 

have direct access to information about structural deficits and can take target-oriented measures 

to optimize greening measures. 

1.2. Interface with other Systems 
The server-side analysis application (SSAA) needs raster and vector data as well as metadata. At 

the moment these data are provided by WMS, WFS and FTP-Services. 

The client-side application (CSA) needs in addition to some data, which are used by the SSAA, 

OSM data, provided by WMS. For some data services authentication by username and password 

is required. 

In case of OGC-conform WMS and WFS, needed data will be requested automatically by the BBI-

System. Data provided by FTP-Services has to be integrated manually. By a proper VH all these 

several data services can be automatically requested as one. 

1.3. Glossary 
BBI: 
Biodiversity Bird Indicator (application name) 
CSA: 
Client-side analysis application of the Biodiversity Bird Indicator. 
FTP: 
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File Transfer Protocol is standardized and enables the transfer of data files per web. 
GUI: 
Graphical User Interface enables the interaction between application and end-user. 
LPIS: 
Land-parcel identification system 
OGC: 
Open Geospatial Consortium, which defines standards for geo data and interfaces. 
OSM: 
Project, which provides free spatial data. 
SSAA: 
Server-side analysis application of the Biodiversity Bird Indicator. 
VH: 
Virtual Hub is to be developed in the ENERGIC-OD project. 
WFS: 
Web Feature Service provides spatial data in vector format by requests. 
WMS: 
Web Map Service provides spatial data in raster format by requests. 

 

2. Assumptions and Constraints 
2.1. Assumption 

For an exact visualization and analysis all implemented data are available and represent 

information of a same period. 

In case of future changes in the analyze application the required data are requested in a selective 

way to get proper data formats or only the needed channels of satellite images. 

2.2. Constraints 
All analysis results can be limited by the license of used non-open data. Changes in license can 

affect the future use of data. In the same way standards of data interfaces can be changed. 

Failures or shutdowns of sensors, like sensors in satellites, can affect the availability or quality of 

data. 

Because the data storage of the BBI-system is limited not all available and needed data can be 

kept for the full term of data processing, this affects temporal data storing.  

 

3. Functional Requirements 
By the description of the in- and outputs as well as the behavior of the system or its units this 
section states the specific functions of the new application or service.  

The SSAA requests all needed data, has to process the features of the „biodiversity bird indicator“ 

and saves the results. 

The functions of the CSA are: 

– visualization of data, (geo and attribute data) as map, chart and table 
– map-side data request to get specific information about land parcels 
– map navigation by panning and zooming 
– search for data by address data 
– data filtering by time, spatial and semantic contents 
– export of data as ASCII-text and PDF file 
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4. Non-Functional Requirements 
This section states and describes the specific, partial measurable, features of the new 
application or services. Examples for these features are: Performance, Usability, Reliability, 
Security, Portability, Availability, Maintainability, Correctness, Scalability, etc. 

 
Accuracy: 

The results of the SSAA have to be of high quality. Therefore all information of the satellite images 

and other original data should be used. 

Availability: 

The CSA has to be available in 99,8% per year, because customers need a reliable application. 

The SSAA will process quarterly new data for the BBI. Therefore data like satellite images will be 

requested four times per year. But the analysis results have to be provided permanent for the 

CSA. The CSA is able to run on all current established browsers (Internet Explorer, Mozilla Firefox, 

Opera, Safari, Chrome). 

Performance: 

The CSA enables a smooth workflow for users. The performance of the SSAA depends especially 

on the amount of data to be proceeded and the target accuracy. Because here the processing of 

data is focused on all components and interfaces, which provide data this shouldn't lead to large 

delays. 

Portability: 

New data or providers of data could involve a modification of data itself, interfaces or protocols. 

But this shouldn't require a redesign of the BBI-system. 

Scalability: 

The SSAA is able to process a large as well as a small amount of data, for example by use of data 

clustering approaches. 

Usability: 

The GUI of the CSA has to be clear, provides functional requirements and assists the user during 

the work flow. 

 

5. Data Requirements 
With respect to the focus on geo data and other data this section describes the data 
requirements by providing data entities and their decomposition, for example the API or service 
which provide the data and the required format and kind of data. 

All data, which are used by the SSAA, have to be provided without loss of information. For 

example format, size, resolution, projection and channels of raster data have to correspond to the 

original data. This doesn’t mean that data processing like splitting and merging to handle 

limitations in data volume are prohibited. All data are completed by metadata. 

The requirements for all data, which are used in the CSA, are less strict. 

This first version of the BBI will be developed for the “Landesamt für Umwelt, Gesundheit und 
Verbraucherschutz Brandenburg”, a local public authority for environment, health and consumer 
protection in Germany. So all needed data are related to the area of Brandenburg. 
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The following data will be used: 

– multispectral and multitemporal satellite images by Landsat 8, Sentinal I + II (open data, 
provided by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and the European Space Agency (ESA)) 

– aerial images (non-open data, provided by Landesvermessung und Geobasisinformation 
Brandenburg (LGB)) 

– OSM-data 
– Cadastral data about: 

– land use and biotope types (open data provided by the Landesamt für Umwelt, Gesundheit 
und Verbraucherschutz (LUGV)) 

– land parcels (provided by Landesvermessung und Geobasisinformation Brandenburg 
(LGB)) 

– Metadata, includes: 
– common quality parameters (e.g. cloud cover, pixel failure, processing level) 
– spatial parameters (e.g. coordinate of image center, scene path & row) 
– recording time and data 
– thematic parameters (e.g. classification system) 

 

6. Appendices 
 
Here paragraphs of missing application specific aspects or other detailed information about users, 
development and systems can be added. 

6.1. Development 
State the main components and technologies, which are used for realization of the new applications and 
services, for example programming language and libraries. 

 
Except for the core implementation of the SSAA the following components and technologies are 

used for realization of the BBI: 

Data management: 

– PostgreSQL/PostGIS 
SSAA: 

– ERDAS, ESRI ArcGIS (Python) 
– ENVI (IDL) 
 

Server: 

– Apache-Tomcat 
– Apache HTTP-Server 
– Geoserver 
– PHP 
 

Client application: 

– OpenLayers (Javascript) 
– Dojo (Javascript) 
– HTML5 
– CSS 
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Application and Software Requirements 
(Version 1.0) 
 
 
ENERGIC OD 
Work package 6 – Development of new innovative applications 
Deliverable 6.1: Application based requirements and standards catalogue 
 

 

 
Participant name: Poltecnico di Milano  

Participant short name: POLIMI 

Title of application or service: GeoPan Atl@as.  

 

 

1. Introduction 
 
Given that the POLIMI APP, as an ‘university app’, is interested:  

 To face some bottleneck - evidenced on the geoportal past experiences - in the Geoapp 
diffusion 

 To experiment innovative VH solutions, to support a WIDER GEO APP DIFFUSION   

 To contribute through the VH experimentation to:  
- wider GeoAPP development by professional and private subject 
- wider GeoApp use and benefits among citizen 
- wider GeoAPP  use and benefits among professionals 

 To provide service among citizen and professionals and public bodies 
 
Especially in OUR CASE, our app will be focused to test VH potentials at the local scale 
(municipality level, urban scale) considered a relevant  barrier and at the same time a potential to 
the wider startup of APP based on GEO-Information.  
As a consequence, the POLIMI APP will be developed and tailored on the VH. 
GeoPan Atl@s will provide real-time data publishing of already existing multi-temporal Open Data, 
SDI’s at regional, national and local level, to implement Eu Urban Atlas at the urban level, by 
supporting a wide Geobased application start up to help providing different services distribution.  
This include the inventory at regional level (here Lombardy Region) of the availability of local Open 
data (current GeoDb at the municipality scale, Orthoimages, technical regional maps, historical 
maps, cadastral map series, and others). 
The application will include also the input and registry of panoramic images acquired from 
amateurish close range cameras, as well as micro-drones.  
A wider umbrella able to search available data, transform Open Local Data in  ready to use Data 
for different data integration, could actively support a wider access of Geodata by citizen and 
different user for different purposes.  
The challenge is to use  the VH to transform the single app, having a limited field of action, 
into a   leverage with a cost effective multiplier effect at a larger geographic domain. 
Particularly, the GeoPAn  App aims to promote this leverage for different territorial purposes: 
among them built environment and planning domain (PA, professionals, citizen), landscape 
safeguarding, Valuation Impact Analysis, touristic policies by the PA, the touristic operators, 
promoters, and  users.  
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Simple Tablets, I-devices, till to Open GIS platforms will be experimented to find out the needed 
requirements of the hub in order to support PA, private bodies professionals and citizen with 
different awarenessand knowledge on the Geodata system. 

1.1. Scope 
Software: 
To be defined.  
 
Benefits:  

 To tackle a wider diffusion of Geo-based app using Open Data at a local level by different 
users.  

 To experiment innovative VH solutions, to support a WIDER GEO APP DIFFUSION  as 
service for:  

- wider GeoAPP development by professional and private subject  
- wider GeoApp use among citizen 
- wider GeoAPP  use among professionals 
 

 To provide service among citizen and professionals and public bodies 
 
Fields of application: 
The application will be available to professionals in the field and Public Administration, as well as 
citizens and general public bodies. The application will follow the most recent standards and it will 
fulfill the OGC prescriptions. 
The impact of such service will regard specifically the field of environment landscape and urban  
analysis and management, and, it will enable to track changes in development and 
proper/improper interventions on the territory and in urban context. It is envisaged that all 
European/regional/local providers of GI could implement this kind of application in order to shift 
their services to the second generation i.e. user-driven Spatial Data Infrastructure. 

1.2. Interface with other Systems 
The Geopan App intends to extend the domain of single applications based on limited data, by 
Using VH. Requirements  to interact with this service from other compliant geo-portals and SDIs 
across EU will be analysed. 
In Italy, GeoPan Atl@s intend to develop a product to which local authorities but also citizens, 
SMEs and so on, can subscribe to (1) obtain information about geo-location of their interest and 
(2) give real-time feedback of the place they are visiting, (3) to use them within Open GIS (i.e. 
Qgis) by using WMS, WFS and WPS.  
The tool will be compliant to all current OGC standards (WMS, WFS, WPS) and it will provide 
requested standard metadata.  
The interface with Municipalities sharing the local data in different ways from the low level (Pdf, 
Dwg,…) to the higher level (Shp, Geotiff, WMS, …)  using INSPIRE and COPERNICUS compliant  
protocols will be faced:  this typologies and their usability by the VH and the needed requirements 
and possible implementation will be analyzed.   
Semantic approach and ontologies, as for key word implementation, could be verified in order to 
improve the searcher functionalities of the VH. To be defined.  
As for the legacy, this aspect needs to be better clarified in the future being: i.e. we have some 
WMS of the ancient cadastral maps that will need to be authorized by the National Archives at 
least for the published layers till now, verifying the possibility to access the App  in a free or paid 
forms.   

1.3. Glossary 
WMS (Web Map Service), WFS (Web Feature Service), WPS (Web Processing Service), OGC 
(Open Gis Consortium), SDI (Spatial Data Infrastructures),…  
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2. Assumptions and Constraints 
2.1. Assumption 

Availability of data:  
The POLIMI app will rely on the availability of Open Data delivered by local authorities in 
particularly in the Lombardy region. In the project a survey of open data published by local 
authorities, and in particular municipalities, will be carried out. However, as a general consideration 
it is well known that up to now few municipalities share local cartography in an open way and in 
particular by using OGC services. Fewer is also the case of local authorities sharing ancient 
cadastral maps. 
Future situation:  
In the future it is assumed that the number of local authorities, and especially municipalities, 
sharing multi-temporal cartographic information will increase. Indeed, availability of open 
cartographic data is requested both by professionals and citizens. 
Developments in technology:  
Some changes (even significant e.g., Webgl 2) in technology can be foreseen especially 
concerning the visualization of geographic data. New visualization tools and new devices. No 
major changes are expected from the data services. Inertia will lead in the next year public 
authorities to share data by using OGC standards. 
The horizon of the technology is rapidly changing (i.e. the cancellation of Google Earth server©, 
the growing of other technologies) will be considered in order to experiment the VH requirements 
to bridge these platforms developing the App targeted on these platforms.  

2.2. Constraints 
Regulations, policies, licenses: 
This aspect needs to be better clarified in the future being: i.e. we have some WMS of the ancient 
cadastral maps that will need to be authorized by the National Archives at least for the published 
layers till now.   
Quality and quantity of data: 
A survey of open data published by local authorities, and in particular municipalities, will be carried 
out for the Lombardy region and of Italian major cities. 
Hardware and Software limitations: 
The POLIMI APP will be developed and tailored on the VH and specific constraints will be better 
clarified when Virtual Hub architecture will be defined. 
  

3. Functional Requirements 
Input data: 
Input data will be accessed by mean of the Virtual Hub. Specification about data access and 
protocols will be defined in accordance to the Virtual Hub architecture. Accessed data will be 
available for online visualization and download. 
Output: 
The output will be a user interface collecting the accessed data. 

 

4. Non-Functional Requirements 
Will be better defined during the project and after the Virtual Hub architecture will be defined. 
 

5. Data Requirements 
Information according data requirements will be defined as soon as the survey of open data 
published by local authorities, and in particular municipalities, will be carried out for the Lombardy 
region and of Italian major cities.  
 

6. Appendices 
6.1. Development  
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Application and Software Requirements 
(Version 1.0) 

 

 

 

ENERGIC OD 

Work package 6 – Development of new innovative applications 

Deliverable 6.1: Application based requirements and standards catalogue 

 

Participant name: Gesellschaft für Stadt- und Regionalplanung mbh 

Participant short name: SRP 

Title of application or service: geoDemos 

 

Important note: ! 

This document contains only the vision statements of SRP. The implementation of these 

ideas is dependent on 

the architecture of the overall system, 

the functionality of the API, 

the availability of data, 

the remaining project funds for the software development. 

Because the first three points are not clear, the fourth point can not be calculated. 

 

1. Introduction  

(This section describes the general background of the application or service to be developed.) 

The aim is to provide an application on the basis of open data, which can be used across Europe 

to evaluate selected aspects of living and housing quality for different places. 

The challenge is not only to use the harmonized INSPIRE data but also “open” data with 

heterogeneous country-specific structures and content for such a review. 

The provision of data by public administrations and governments as part of "open data" is a big 

step towards transparency and participation. But are the citizens also able to interpret this data 

and to gain the necessary information for planning their lives from this data? 

We're not talking about the information products, such as maps or brochures that have always 

been created for the public. We talk about the basic data used for the preparation of these 

products!  
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These basic data are now available for download as "open" files and in many cases they can not 

be interpreted by the layman. Often, multiple data sets are combined to generate a desired 

information (such as address data with geographical and demographic data). 

For this purpose the ordinary citizen is unable without corresponding GI systems. 

Without knowledge of the data model sometimes even experts are stumped. 

But the majority of users are lay people and want to get information on mobile devices to complex 

issues without having to use a GI system. The idea of the planned application is to prefabricate 

from heterogeneous data uniformly throughout Europe usable information products. The idea of 

the planned application is to prefabricate uniform information products from heterogeneous local 

data that can be used across Europe on mobile devices. For this purpose uniform spatial 

references and semantically comparable data are needed. The success of this project is therefore 

dependent on the offerings of the country-specific open data portals. 

As data sources will be opened up the offers of the country-specific open data portals and the 

INSPIRE themes . 

Great hopes also depend on the results of the EU project E.L.F. (European Location Framework), 

which has announced the provision of interoperable reference data and services. 

(European Location Framework - White Paper v1.0 - 29th February 2012) 

1.1 Scope 

(Describe the software to be developed by name, function, unique features, benefits and field of application.) 

Before the "demos" became an administrative unit, it was for the ancient Greeks more or less just 

a housing and living community with a clear spatial demarcation, which was characterized by 

landscape features, flora, crafts and different heroes.  

The proposed application "geoDemos" could support mobile European citizens to find a new place 

to live. 

The Open Data and geo-portals of European states provide for this a variety of suitable data. (See 

Section „5. Data Requirements“) 

(In these data nowadays unfortunately the heroes are missing, although they could contribute 

significantly to the identification with a place of residence.) 

Conceivable is the use of the application also in other fields of application, for example: 

 in localization of new branches by pan-European company 

 to support for political decisions at local and European level 

A comparative assessment of residential sites in several European countries is not possible by the 

mere consideration of heterogeneous original data. 

The original data are therefore aggregated on an abstract semantic level to a location profile. 

In the evaluation of the sites different aspects are included as 

 proximity to the city center, 

 the environmental situation, 
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 the reachability of local recreational areas, 

 etc. 

(See also Section „5. Data Requirements“) 

The aspects may be weighted differently by the user. 

Unique features of this application are  

 the methods of interdisciplinary combination of geographic and attribute data 

 as well as compilation of comparable location profiles based on heterogeneous data. 

 

1.2 Interface with other Systems 

(Describe how the new application or service relates to other existing systems (hard- and software) and if 

appropriate the replacement of legacy systems.) 

The application "geoDEMOS" consists of an interoperable client and powerful server components. 

The data presented by the application are generated offline (preprocessing) from heterogeneous 

basic data by means of complex manufacturing processes (content and spatial intersections) and 

stored in a database. 

The access to the original data and the connection with other systems access will be made via the 

GIS-BROKER-FRAMEWORK of SRP based on the standards of OGC and OD. 

The following interfaces are relevant to our application: 

 HTTP / HTTPS to communicate with server components and other applications 

 Using WMS, WFS, CSW to have access to spatial data 

 JDBC for connecting to relational database systems 

 Interface to Virtual Hub API 

 Using HTML and JavaScript for working in browsers (graphical user interface) 

This framework will be installed as a virtual HUB within the project. 

About an API (to be tuned with the project partners) it is operationally connected to the other HUB 

which uses its methods and provides own methods to access original data sources. 

The provided methods can be called by other applications via international communication 

standards and a described API. 

(See also Figure 1) 
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Figure 3. Component view 
 

1.3 Glossary 

(Define the terms used in this document.) 

OGC 

Open Geospatial Consortium 

OD 

Open data 

API 

application programming interface 

OSM  

OpenStreetMap 

WPS  

Web Processing Service ( OWS-4 Geo Processing Workflow – GPW ) 

BPEL 

WS-Business Process Execution Language  
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2.1 Assumption 

State the assumption on which the new application or service is based. Maybe assumptions of: 

Availability of data 

In addition to the availability of data also the data descriptions will improve. Standardized metadata 

standards will make it possible to find unknown data with automated methods to evaluate the data 

structures and generate a suitable database model that allows the automatic import in the 

geoDemos database. 

Future situations 

In the context of INSPIRE, the structures of other data sets will be unified across Europe. 

As a consequence the comparability of location profiles will improve. 

Further extensions of the application will give users the ability to fill their own information and 

reviews into the system and thus strengthen the significance of the location information. 

In the course of Europeanization of the economy, the mobility of people will grow and increase the 

demand for Europe wide comparable information to assist its choice of residence. 

Developments in technology 

Currently, the processing programs for pre-processing of the basic data are integrated into 

business processes that are not transparent to other participants in the ENERGIC network. 

The use of these processing programs however is interesting to other business processes. 

In further developing of the ENERGIC-OD-System these processes should be described in a 

standardized language (e.g. BPEL) and made available to other systems using WPS or behavioral 

interfaces. 

This development is generally desirable for all European IT projects. 

Then the ENERGIC OD system in a further expansion could be added by components that enable 

an orchestration of web services. 

 

2.2 Constraints 

State the constraints which will impact the development or the design of the new application or service, for 

example: 

Regulations, policies, licenses 

--- 

Available resources like budget or time / Quality and quantity of data 

The quality of content offered data can not be tested and improved in the frame of the project 

budget. 

Therefore SRP accepts no responsibility for the information obtained by the user. 

That's why within the frame of the budget can be prepared and provided only selected data sets. 
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The preparation methods will be described and can later be used by other project participants or 

project partners in order to expand the dataset on the basis of an appropriate business model. 

Hardware and software limitation (for example, imposed by specific database, frameworks or libraries) 

 Application have to be web based (no app programming for every platform ) 

 Client application should only need a browser for working 

 Only support for modern browsers (HTML5-Support) 

 JavaScript-Support is mandatory 

Other standards 

(This paragraph contains partly inverse assumptions.) 

 

3. Functional Requirements 

By the description of the in- and outputs as well as the behavior of the system or its units this 
section states the specific functions of the new application or service.  
 

Complete this section with one paragraph for each specific function. 

The application “geoDEMOS” is platform independent and therefore it can be installed in various 

system environments.  

It provides, inter alia, the following functions: 

 spatial and content research 

o Define search criteria - criteria which affects the quality of live 

o Select ready to use profiles for search (predefined set of search criteria) 

 analysis of data 

 modification of evaluation methods 

o Rank search criteria 

o Define personal priorities 

 cartographic representation of the evaluation results 

o Visualize the results of the search in a map (locations providing quality of living ) 

o Visualize the results of the search in a report 

 Give users the possibility to save his data (personalizable) e.g. search specification 

 Export / share reports (e.g. print) 

The default functionality can be configured for different target groups and use cases. 

The original data used for the application are combined and evaluated using powerful server 

processes (value added services). 

Validation methods ensure a consistent quality of the data. 

The services of the embedded data sources are monitored and evaluated in terms of their 

reliability. 

Via a web-based tool, the provider of data describing their services and make them available for 

access. 
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4. Non-Functional Requirements 

This section states and describes the specific, partial measurable, features of the new 
application or services. Examples for these features are: Performance, Usability, Reliability, 
Security, Portability, Availability, Maintainability, Correctness, Scalability, etc. 

 

Complete this section with one paragraph for each non-functional requirement. 

Portability 

 Cross/Multi-platform 

 mobile support 

Scalability 

 The components of the GIS-BROKER-FRAMEWORK can be distributed and multiplied in 

the network. 

 Several BROKER instances can work together in the network. 

Performance 

 Using Load Balancing for intercepting peak loads. 

Usability 

 multi-language support 

 responsive (working on mobile phones, tablets, notebooks and desktops) 

 user only needs basic knowledge in EDP 

Maintainability 

 provide test automation 

Security 

 HTTPS-support 

 protect user / costumer data 

5. Data Requirements 

With respect to the focus on geo data and other data this section describes the data requirements 
by providing data entities and their decomposition, for example the API or service which provide 
the data and the required format and kind of data. 
 

Complete this section with one paragraph for each data requirement. 

To use the application "geoDEMOS" successfully, an appropriate quality of the data must be 

ensured.  

Availability:  

 free of charge 

Quality 
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 valid 

 clearly recognizable 

 up to date 

 correct 

 harmonized (CRS, temporal and spatial resolution) 

Granularity 

 comparable temporal and spatial resolution 

Availability 

 free of charge 

For the geographical reference of location profiles small-scale and transnational comparable 

spatial reference data are required (Administrative and statistical spatial units). 

 

5.1 Required Datasets  

(vector data): 

 addresses 

 environment data 

 milieu data, traffic data 

 urban planning data 

 Demographic data 

 land use 

 administrative units 

 human health and safety 

 cadastral parcels 

 …. 

 Data from OpenStreetMap (OSM) 

 (grid) 

 aerial images 

(attribute data) 

 Demographic structure and development 

(Population structure, age structure, migration, ...) 

 Social Situation 

(Unemployment, ...) 

 Economic and Commercial Structure 

(Workplaces, employees, ...) 

 housing situation 

(Flat structure, area, rents, ...) 
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 Social infrastructure 

(Education, child care centers, cultural centers, ...) 

 Green Infrastructure 

(Green areas, playgrounds, ...) 

 Mobility 

(Accessibility by public transport, road infrastructure, ...) 

 Urban Development 

(Urban planning, land use, housing, ...) 

The evaluation of location profiles is done by using indicators such as: 

 Proportion of population below 18 years - over 65 years ... 

 Green space (square meters) per inhabitant 

 Playgrounds per inhabitant 

 migration balance 

 proportion of foreigners 

 …. 

The user has the possibility to change the weighting of the individual indicators and thus 

influencing the evaluation of the location profiles. 

Following in the context of INPIRE standardized data structures will be examined for their 

suitability: 

Annex I 

 Coordinate reference systems  

 Geographical names  

 Administrative units  

 Addresses  

 Cadastral parcels  

 TRANSPORT networks  

 Hydrography  

 Protected sites  

Annex II 

 Orthoimagery 

Annex III 

 Statistical units  

 Buildings  

 Land use  

 Human health and safety  

 Utility and Government services    

 Environmental monitoring facilities  

 Population distribution – demography  
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6. Appendices 

6.1 Development 

Programming languages 

 Java 

 JavaScript 

Stylecheet languages 

 CSS 

Markup languages 

 XML, HTML, GML 

(in dependence on further requirements and hub architecture) 
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Application and Software Requirements 

(Version 1.0) 

 

ENERGIC OD 

Work package 6 – Development of new innovative applications 

Deliverable 6.1: Application based requirements and standards catalogue 

 

 

Participant name: ALKANTE 

Participant short name: ALK 

Title of application or service: Sensor Open Data Portal 

1. Introduction 

With the emergence of data generated in the field of Internet of Thing through a variety of sensors, 

there is a need for generic tools to collect sensor data and innovative ways to visualize it. The 

Sensor Open Data Portal (Sensor ODP) tends to address parts of this problem. More precisely, 

the Sensor ODP will collect sensor data, provide a standardized interface to access them and will 

offer a web application to visualize sensor data together with other geographical data. 

1.1. Scope 

The sensor ODP will provide an entry point to sensor data (such as environmental data, 

temperature, wind information...). The data are real time generated data that may be logged on the 

sensors or transmitted in almost real time through web services. The sensor ODP may collect data 

directly from sensors or from a sensor gateway using standardized web services (such as OGC  

SOS), however if sensors do not provide these functionnalities, the sensor ODP may be equipped 

with ad'hoc bridges  to communicate with the sensors or their gateway. The sensor ODP will 

deliver data in a standardized way by relying on OGC standards (SWE, SOS). In fact,  the 

application will act as a generic sensor data connector. 

The sensor ODP will provide 4 main functions : 

 collect and store: the sensor ODP will collect an store data from a predefined set of 

environmentals sensors. Newest data but also past data will be available. 

 share using standards: the collected data will be available as an ouptut of sensor ODP 

through OGC standards: SOS, WFS and WMS 

 visualize: the sensor ODP includes a web application that allows users to query and 
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visualize sensor data through a web page. 

 visualize together: the web application will allow to visualize the sensor data together with 

other geographical data comming from Energic OD Virtual Hub. The web application will be able to 

query the virtual hub for particular data in a particular format (e.g. OGC WMS) and display it 

together with the sensor data. 

The field of application is centered on environmental data. Several sensor networks exists and are 

already deployed to provide environmental measures. The sensor data access is related to the 

INSPIRE directive. 

One main benefit of Sensor ODP is to increase the exploitation opportunities for open GI by 

bringing to specialists and citizens open environmental data automatically collected from sensors 

that do not provide natively standardized access to their data. 

1.2. Interface with other Systems 

The sensor ODP will connect to sensors or sensor gateway using web services or sensor specific 

protocols. In the last case, the application may rely on specific components that ALKANTE has 

already developed to connect existing sensors. 

The sensor ODP will provide access to sensor data as an output using OGC standards SOS, WFS 

and WMS. These outputs can serve as an entry for the Virtual Hub 

The sensor ODP will be able to query the Virtual Hub using OGC standards WMS and WFS. 

1.3. Glossary 

Sensor ODP: Sensor Open Data Portal (the name of the application to be developed) 

OGC: Open Geospatial Consortium, an international consortium providing standards to facilitate 

geographical data manipulation an exchange. (e.g. WMS, WFS...) 

WMS: Web Map Service, an OGC standard to share geographical map through the web. 

WFS: Web Feature Service, an OGC standard to share geographical features through the web. 

SWE: Sensor Web Enablement, a set of OGC standardized web services to automate sensor data 

manipulation and sharing through the web (e.g. SOS...). 

SOS: Sensor Observation Service, an OGC standard to share sensor data measurements using 

web services. 

Sensor gateway: a sensor gateway can be viewed as a hub connected to different sensors and 

with serves as an entry point to query data from a particular sensor. It generally takes the form of a 

web service. 

INSPIRE directive: Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Community, EU initiative 

to establish an infrastructure for spatial information in Europe that is geared to help to make spatial 

or geographical information more accessible and interoperable for a wide range of purposes 
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supporting sustainable development. 

VH: Virtual Hubs that are to be developed in the Energic OD project. 

2. Assumptions and Constraints 

2.1. Assumption 

Availability of data 

The sensor ODP plays the role of a sensor data connector and visualizer. So the application relies 

on the availability of environmental sensor data and, in the context of the Energic-OD project, on 

the availability of these data as Open Data. 

The development of the sensor ODP application also relies on the assumption that sensor data 

may be accessible directly from the sensor of from a sensor gateway. Data are generally available 

through web services that may be standardized (OGC SOS, OGC SOS-T) or not. In the case of 

non standardized access, the sensor ODP application will be equipped with ad'hoc bridges to 

connect the sensors or their gateway. 

The partner ALKANTE is currently strengthening its collaboration with environmental sensor data 

providers to fuel the application with data. The task of finding new data sources will be conducted 

during the whole duration of the Energic-OD project. 

2.2. Constraints 

Availability, Quality of data 

The sensor ODP does not directly produce data, it collects and delivers data from existing sensors 

so the availability as the quality of the data delivered are related to the smooth functioning of 

sensors. Data availability may be disturbed by network failure and data quality may be altered by 

sensor  malfunctions. 

Software limitation: database size 

Sensors may generate a significant quantity of data. Storing and keeping past data will entails a 

continuously increase of the size of the sensor ODP database. To not have to maintain large 

datasets in the context of a pilot application for the Energic-OD project, the sensor ODP could 

provide only data for a moving predefined period, for instance the temperature values collected by 

a network of sensors  for the last 6 months. 

Evolution of standards 

Standards uses to communicate with sensors or the Virtual Hub may evolve. The application will 

rely on the most recent versions of the standards at the time of the beginning of the application 

development. Concerning the communication with the Virtual Hub, we could reasonably assume 

that the Virtual Hub can make the translation between the version of standards use in the 

application and the latest versions of the standards. 
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3. Functional Requirements 

We describe the in/outputs of the main functions of the sensor ODP application. 

Function collect and store 

Inputs are sensor data collected from sensors or from sensor gateway. It is the responsibility of the 

sensor ODP application to connect the sensor or its gateway with the right protocol. 

Collected data are stored in the application database. There is no output for this function. 

Function share using standards 

There is no particular inputs for this function as data are taken from the sensor ODP database. 

Data will be available as output of the application through the following OGC web service : SOS 

2.0, WMS 1.3 and WFS 1.1.1 The data will be provided at least in Lat/lon projection (WGS84, 

EPSG:4326). The Virtual Hub should be able to query data in one of these standards 

Function visualize 

Inputs come from  the sensor ODP database. The sensor data collected can be visualized in  a 

web page composed of different view of the data (map, diagram, tables...). The web page also 

includes a query box enabling the user to specify the kind of data he wants to query and the date 

or the period he is interested in. Actually, the output is web interface. 

Function visualize together 

Inputs comes from the sensor ODP database and can be visualize together with data coming from 

the Virtual Hub. The sensor ODP web application expects the virtual hub to deliver data in WFS 

1.1 or 2.0  and in WMS 1.3 in projection webMercator (EPSG:3857). 

 

4. Non-Functional Requirements 

Performance 

The system should be able to provide access to sensor data in a reasonable time whether it be 

through the sensor ODP web application or through the sensor ODP web services. For instance, 

third-party application using sensor ODP web services should not raise time-outs when asking for 

a reasonable quantity of data. 

Portability 

The connection of new sensors coming from a new sensor provider using a particular protocol or 

with particular data definition should not entails the redesign of the application. The application 

architecture should be flexible enough to allow new sensor data definition or new sensor 

communication protocol by the addition of specific plugins or adjusting settings of the application. 

Scalability 
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The sensor ODP architecture should be designed to allow a growing number of data collected or 

sensors harvested. Even if such amount of data are not raised during the Energic-OD project, it is 

relevant for the viability of the application that it is compatible with scalable approach such as 

database clustering. 

5. Data Requirements 

At this stage of the project, the partner ALKANTE can not totally describe the data source that will 

be delivered through the sensor ODP application. He is in contact with different environmental 

sensor data providers and work to get data to fuel the application. 

6. Appendices 

6.1. Development 

The Sensor ODP will be built on top of several well adopted open source components for 

geomatics which form an open source stack for geomatics. More precisely, these components are 

: OpenLayers, Mapserver, GDAL/OGR, 52North SOS Server, PostgreSQL/PostGIS. 

The web server part will use common web components such as Apache, Tomcat, RabbitMQ. 

The web application part will mainly be written in Javascript and PHP and will rely on HTML 5 

features. 


